Title: Being Part of a Successful Project Team – An Engineering Perspective

Abstract:
This interactive session will be a high level discussion regarding the key aspects that a College Graduate coming from Technical/Engineering curriculum will likely experience in the workplace. From day one, anyone producing any form of technical product or performing a service for others is essentially a part of a bigger team. Suppliers of material or information will always exist as well as customers of the end product or service. A successful team has certain key aspects that must be visible and managed appropriately to ensure its success. Success will always be achieved by the results of the great people making it happen. Leading people, vice managing “assets”, will enable an environment where everyone is able to feel successful with what they, and the team, have accomplished. With this environment, they will want to make every effort to achieve this success! While great leadership and focus on the right behaviors for everyone is truly the key to long term success, the team must also achieve the right short and long term results. Results should always be visible to ensure alignment of expectations and accountability for all involved and will include at a minimum:
(1) Safety First!
(2) First Time Quality Mindset
(3) Spending at, or under, Budget
(4) Coming in on, or ahead, of schedule.
This discussion should allow the participants to walk away with a better understanding of what to expect in the workplace in working together and accomplishing projects in multi-functional organizations. It is not intended to get into any technical discussions regarding engineering itself....you already get enough of that!!!
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